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Abstract—A new method for detecting ultrasound con-
trast agents using a three-stage pulsing sequence is pro-
posed. The method is based on observations showing that
the scattering properties of contrast agents are modified by
ultrasonic insonation at high power, but remain unchanged
at low power. The objective of the first stage of the pulsing
sequence is to use low power pulses to obtain a high reso-
lution reference image without altering the agent. Higher
power pulses in the second stage modify the contrast agent.
The third stage detects the changes imposed to the contrast
agent using low power pulses. A temporal filter is proposed
to discriminate contrast response from clutter signal. The
method is similar to power Doppler methods in that it uses
several pulses to survey the target while destroying the
agent. The new idea is to separate detection and destruction
to circumvent a trade-off between sensitivity and resolution.
Results from in vitro experiments with three different con-
trast agents are presented. The results are compared with
harmonic power Doppler processed from the same data and
show that an improvement in sensitivity is achievable by in-
cluding the high power burst in the pulsing sequence. The
results also show that the proposed filter reduces clutter
artifacts from moving tissue.

I. Introduction

The principle of ultrasound contrast agents currently
available for medical diagnostic use is to introduce

small gas bubbles in the blood pool to enhance the re-
turned signal from blood. The actual composition of the
different available agents varies, but a common property is
that the gas bubbles are encapsulated or otherwise stabi-
lized to prolong their lifetime after injection. The stabilized
bubbles can be altered by exposure to ultrasound pulses at
insonation levels used in diagnostic ultrasound. Depending
on the agent and the insonating pulse, the changes include
deformation or breakage of the encapsulating or stabiliz-
ing material, generation of free gas bubbles, reshaping or
resizing of gas volumes (including splitting of gas bubbles
or fusion of bubbles into larger gas bubbles), or a combi-
nation of these effects [1]. The sum of the induced changes
will alter the acoustic scattering properties of the contrast
agent, and, by subjecting the contrast agent to multiple
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ultrasound pulses, the changes in received echoes can be
detected.

The total change induced by a single ultrasound pulse
depends on several factors. Changes will increase with
higher acoustic pressure amplitudes and longer pulses [2].
The pressure amplitude is bounded by safety limitations;
long pulses degrade spatial imaging resolution. A fre-
quency dependency also exists, where lowering the pulse
frequency increases destruction of contrast bubbles. How-
ever, at low insonation power levels, contrast particles are
able to sustain insonation without significant (i.e., de-
tectable) changes for a time window sufficiently long to
perform an imaging procedure consisting of several pulses
transmitted sequentially.

Harmonic power Doppler (HPD) is currently known as
one of the most sensitive techniques for detecting ultra-
sound contrast agents. In practice, HPD works by trans-
mitting multiple pulses toward the object to be imaged
and detecting the pulse-to-pulse changes in the received
echo signals. Second harmonic bandbass filtering is applied
to the received signals to exploit the nonlinear behavior of
scattering from bubbles [3]. HPD operates best at high out-
put levels because of increased contrast destruction, and
pulse amplitudes close to the maximum allowed are used
much of the time. However, at high output levels, nonlinear
sound propagation will cause significant harmonic compo-
nents from tissue [4], and the contrast agent-to-tissue ratio
will decrease.

Additionally, the limited bandwidth of available trans-
ducers restricts the choice of transmit frequency to the
lower end of the transducer bandwidth to ensure sufficient
reception sensitivity for the second harmonic band. With
these restrictions on frequency and amplitude, using longer
pulses is the only way to increase destruction. However,
the long pulses reduce the spatial resolution of the imag-
ing system, and a trade-off sacrificing either resolution or
sensitivity must be made.

Because HPD works by destroying contrast agent, a
pause must be allowed between image frames to ensure re-
filling of fresh contrast agent to the object. This is known
as intermittent imaging mode [5], and, in cardiac imag-
ing, this is achieved by synchronizing the imaging to the
electrocardiogram (ECG) signal. To minimize motion ar-
tifacts, imaging is gated to the phases in the cardiac cycle
with least motion, usually end-systole or end-diastole.

Experiments show that, for contrast agents with a stiff
shell such as QuantisonTM (Quadrant Ltd., Nottingham,
UK), a transient increase in backscatter is observed after
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the agent has been insonated by a high power pulse [6],
[7]. This is explained as a rupture of the bubble shell by
the high power pulse, followed by the release of free gas
bubbles, which are more efficient scatterers than the en-
capsulated bubble. The increase is transient because of a
decay in backscatter as the free gas dissolves into the sur-
rounding fluid.

Based on these findings, a new detection strategy for
ultrasound contrast agents has been proposed by Frink-
ing et al. [8]. The novel approach is to first transmit a
low power detection pulse to get a reference signal. The
detection pulse is chosen for optimal imaging resolution
and minimal contrast destruction. Then, a high power de-
struction pulse, called the release burst, is transmitted to
destroy as much contrast as possible and to release free
gas bubbles. Because the burst is not used for imaging, it
does not have a limitation on length, and the frequency
can be tuned with no regard for reception sensitivity in
the harmonic band. Finally, a second low power detection
pulse is transmitted to detect the changes introduced by
the release burst. Based on temporal correlation analysis
applied to the detection pulses, the method would produce
a contrast-specific signal.

The release burst approach has obvious similarities to
power Doppler methods in that multiple pulses are trans-
mitted along the same line of sight, and the changes from
pulse to pulse are detected. The difference lies in the sepa-
ration of the destruction and detection, which circumvents
the need to sacrifice either sensitivity or resolution. In this
paper, the strengths of release burst and power Doppler
are combined. The number of detection pulses before and
after the release burst is increased, and a new clutter fil-
ter suitable for the new pulsing sequence is proposed. The
clutter filter is based on polynomial regression filters [9].

This paper is organized as follows. The basic concepts
of HPD are summarized first, including the inherent reso-
lution/sensitivity trade-off of HPD. Next, the new pulsing
sequence to overcome some of the limitations of HPD is de-
scribed. Thereafter, a signal model for contrast and tissue
based on observed contrast agent behavior is presented.
Based on the model, the concepts of a filter using polyno-
mial prediction is described. Finally, the results from an in
vitro experiment with three different contrast agents with
and without simulated tissue motion are presented.

II. Theory

A. HPD

HPD for contrast detection exploits two different char-
acteristics of the contrast agents, nonlinear scattering and
active modification of the scattering properties of the bub-
bles.

From physical modeling of oscillating gas bubbles in
fluids [10], contrast bubbles are predicted to emit nonlin-
ear echoes when insonated by ultrasound. The nonlinear
scattering from oscillating bubbles led to the invention of

Fig. 1. Illustration of contrast in the Doppler domain. Contrast en-
hances the signal from blood, and destruction of the agent causes a
broadening of the Doppler spectrum, which gives HPD signal even
for low flow velocity.

second harmonic imaging, which has proven to enhance
the signal from contrast agents significantly [3]. However,
there is also a harmonic component in the echoes from tis-
sue when no contrast is present. The harmonic component
from tissue is mainly due to nonlinear propagation of the
ultrasound pulse followed by linear scattering [4] or linear
reflection of transmitted signals in the harmonic band. Al-
though harmonic imaging amplifies the contrast signal in
ultrasound images, the harmonic signature is not a unique
contrast property.

Another property of contrast agents is that the bub-
bles are disrupted when insonated by ultrasound pulses at
pressures used in diagnostic imaging [1], [2]. The active
modification of the bubbles causes changes in echoes from
pulse to pulse, and the HPD processing algorithms inter-
pret the changes as Doppler signals. This means that the
detected HPD signal from contrast agents is not a Doppler
signal in the sense of motion, but a measure of decorrela-
tion produced by both motion and changes in the contrast
agent itself.

For imaging of perfusion of the heart and other organs,
the blood velocities in the smallest capillary vessels are on
the scale of millimeters per second. This is less than the
tissue velocity of the myocardium, and the signals cannot
be differentiated on the basis of velocity. The situation in
the Doppler domain is illustrated in Fig. 1. In the plot,
signal power is shown as a function of Doppler frequency
in fractions of the pulse-repetition frequency (PRF). The
signal spectrum from tissue is a strong narrow peak cen-
tered at zero frequency. When the blood velocity is low,
the Doppler spectrum from blood is also centered near zero
Doppler frequency, but it is much weaker than the tissue
signal. Addition of contrast increases the signal strength
of blood, and destruction of contrast widens the Doppler
spectrum [11]. Because of the spectral broadening, some of
the signal from contrast will pass the clutter filter. The de-
gree of spectral broadening depends on the rate of destruc-
tion, meaning that efficient destruction of contrast agent
is essential for the sensitivity of power Doppler methods.
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B. Destruction of Contrast Agents

Experiments show that a single ultrasound pulse’s abil-
ity to destroy or modify contrast increases with amplitude
and pulse length. Destruction also increases with decreas-
ing frequency if transmit amplitude and number of cycles
are kept constant. This means that the optimal pulse for
destruction should be a long pulse with low frequency and
high amplitude.

On modern ultrasound scanners, the amplitude of an
ultrasound pulse is usually indicated by the mechanical
index (MI) [12]:

MI =
Pneg√

f
(1)

where Pneg is the peak negative pressure in MPa and f the
frequency in MHz. The MI relates to the potential to cause
mechanical effects, such as cavitation and destruction of
contrast bubbles. The energy in a N -cycle sinusoidal pulse
p(t) with frequency f and amplitude P can be found as

|p(t)|2 =
∫ N

0
(Psin(2πft))2dt =

N · P 2

f
≈ N · MI2.

(2)

Increased contrast destruction at low frequencies can
be explained by increased MI and energy. Other issues
not discussed here that contribute to the frequency de-
pendency are resonance properties of the contrast bubbles
and frequency-dependent attenuation. Lowering the fre-
quency reduces the propagation attenuation in tissue and
gives higher acoustic pressure at the target with the same
transmit pressure amplitude. The frequency-dependent at-
tenuation is accounted for in the estimation of MI on ul-
trasound scanners.

In summary, for HPD imaging, where MI and trans-
ducer bandwidth are the limiting factors for amplitude and
frequency, increasing the pulse length N is the only way
to increase destruction to improve sensitivity. However,
longer pulses will degrade the spatial resolution, and a
trade-off between resolution and sensitivity must be made.

C. Three-Stage Pulsing Sequence
for Contrast Detection

The new method described in this paper consists of a
pulse sequence divided in three separate stages. The pulse
sequence is illustrated in Fig. 2. The first stage consists of
a number of low amplitude detection pulses transmitted
to achieve a high resolution reference image of the object.
The second stage is a high power release burst designed
to destroy as much contrast as possible with no regard
for imaging resolution. The third stage contains an addi-
tional number of detection pulses that detect the changes
imposed by the second stage. The individual pulses are
transmitted with a given PRF, and the total observation
period is on the scale of milliseconds.

Fig. 2. Three-stage pulsing sequence. The first and third stages con-
sist of low power pulses used to survey the target without modifying
the contrast agent. The second stage is a destructive burst used to
impose changes on the contrast.

Fig. 3. Signal model illustrating the expected signals from moving
tissue (a) and contrast agent (b). The plots show complex demodu-
lated samples from one depth range for successive pulses during the
three-stage pulse sequence. The high power stage is illustrated by a
flash.

D. Signal Model

Because of the fragility of contrast bubbles, tissue and
contrast bubbles will behave differently during the three-
stage insonation sequence. It is assumed that the scatter-
ing properties of tissue are unchanged by the high power
stage of the pulse sequence, and any changes in echoes
from tissue in the pulses in the first and third stages are
related to motion. For a rigid shell contrast agent, such as
QuantisonTM, the scattering properties will also be con-
stant during the first stage, although minor agent modifi-
cations by the low power pulses cannot be excluded. The
high power stage will modify the scattering properties of
the bubbles, and a different response from the contrast
agent is expected afterward.

Fig. 3 illustrates the signal model from moving tissue
(a) and contrast agent (b). The signals are demodulated
to complex baseband signals, and samples from one depth
range are plotted in the complex plane. For the tissue
signal (a), the samples follow the same smooth curve in
the complex plane both before and after the release burst,
and the phase shifts between samples originate from tis-
sue motion. On the other hand, the samples from contrast
(b) follow an almost deterministic path before the release
burst but have an unpredictable transient behavior after
the release burst. This is explained by the disruption of
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Fig. 4. Principle of polynomial prediction filtering. A polynomial is
fitted to the observed samples before the release burst and used to
predict the samples after the burst. In this illustration, a second-
order polynomial is used. For moving tissue (a), the predicted poly-
nomial follows the observed samples. For the contrast agent (b), the
observed samples deviate from the predicted curve after the burst.

the bubble shell followed by release of the gas contained
inside. The free gas bubbles are efficient scatterers, but
they gradually dissolve and disappear when imaged by the
low power pulses.

E. Polynomial Prediction Filter

Efficient clutter filters for color flow and power Doppler
imaging can be based on polynomial regression [9]. The
stationary clutter component is estimated by fitting a
polynomial to the observed samples through regression.
The additional release burst requires a slightly different
approach. The clutter polynomial is estimated from the
samples before the release burst. This polynomial curve
is then extended to predict the samples after the release
burst, and the power of the difference between the pre-
dicted polynomial and the observed samples after the re-
lease burst is used as a contrast-specific signal. The filter-
ing is illustrated in Fig. 4. In the situation with moving
tissue (a), the observed samples after the release burst fol-
low the polynomial. For the signal from contrast (b), the
observed samples after the release burst deviate from the
estimated curve.

Both prediction and subtraction are linear operations,
meaning that the proposed filtering operation can be ex-
pressed as a linear operation on the observed samples.
Let �x denote the vector of observed complex-demodulated
samples from the same direction and depth taken at times
defined in the vector �t. Furthermore, divide the signal and
time vectors in the samples before the release burst ( �x1
and �t1) and the samples after the release burst ( �x2 and
�t2). Fitting an Nth-order polynomial to the samples be-
fore the release burst, then equals finding the coefficients
a0, . . . aN , which best fit the polynomial p(t) =

∑N
n=0 antn

to the observed samples �x1 taken at �t1. The problem can
be formulated as a vector equation:

a0[�t1]0 + · · · + aN [�t1]N = �x1. (3)

[�t1]n denotes column vectors found by taking each ele-
ment of the time vector �t1 to the power of n. If the number
of samples in �x1 is greater than N + 1, (3) becomes incon-

sistent, and the solution must be approximated. Rewrit-
ing (3) on a matrix notation and defining the matrix T1
with columns [�t1]n, n = 0..N , and the coefficient vector
�a gives

[
[�t1]0 · · · [�t1]N

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

T1




a0
...

aN




︸ ︷︷ ︸
�a

= �x1. (4)

To solve with respect to �a, the equation is multiplied
by the transpose of T1:

TT
1 T1�a = TT

1 �x1. (5)

Because the columns of T1 are linearly independent, the
matrix TT

1 T1 is invertible, and an expression for �a is ob-
tained:

�a = (TT
1 T1)−1TT

1 �x1. (6)

This is a least squares solution to the problem. Having
found the polynomial coefficients, it is straightforward to
get an expression for the predicted samples �̂x2 after the
release burst:

�̂x2 = a0[�t2]0 + · · · + aN [�t2]N . (7)

By defining the matrix T2 similar to T1 and inserting
for �a, the expression is reduced to multiplication with a
single matrix B:

�̂x2 =
[
[�t2]0 · · · [�t2]N

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

T2

�a = T2(TT
1 T1)−1TT

1︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

�x1. (8)

The resulting signal vector �y is then found as the dif-
ference between the predicted samples �̂x2 and observed
samples �x2 after the release burst:

�y = �x2 − �̂x2 = �x2 − B �x1. (9)

More generally, it can be expressed as a linear filtering
operation on the entire signal vector:

�y =
[

−B | I
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

[
�x1
�x2

]
︸︷︷ ︸

�x

= A�x. (10)

The elements of the filter matrix A are real valued, and
only depend on the polynomial order N and the time vec-
tors �t1 and �t2. The structure of the matrix makes the
method suitable for implementation on available ultra-
sound scanners. The power of the contrast signal �y can
be found as

|�y|2 = �y∗�y = �x∗AT A�x. (11)

Here, �x∗ denotes the conjugate transpose of �x.
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Fig. 5. Watertank setup (left) and device used to generate motion
(right). Agar phantom (A), capillary fiber (B), 2.5-MHz phased ar-
ray probe (C), 1-MHz focused, single-element transducer (D), and
peristaltic pump (E).

III. Experiments and Methods

A. Experimental Setup

The method was validated in vitro in a watertank exper-
iment (Fig. 5, left). The setup consisted of a cubic tissue-
mimicking phantom (A) with edges of 4 cm. The phantom
was made from agar (agar powder CMN; Boom BV, Mep-
pel, The Netherlands) mixed with silicon carbide particles
(Carborundum) of size 5 to 8 µm to get a background
scattering level. The phantom material had a measured
attenuation coefficient of 0.14 dB/cm per MHz. A hollow
hemodialysis fiber (B) (Cuprophan�; Akzo Nobel Fazer
AG, Germany) with inner diameter 180 µm was embed-
ded in the phantom to mimic a capillary vessel. The fiber
was flushed with diluted contrast agent using a peristaltic
pump (E) (Varioperpex� 12000; LKB, Bromma, Sweden).
The flow rate was 0.1 cc/min, giving a flow velocity of
about 4 cm/s in the vessel.

A System Five ultrasound scanner (GE Vingmed Ul-
trasound, Horten, Norway) with a 2.5-MHz phased array
probe (C) (FPA 2.5 MHz 1B; GE Vingmed Ultrasound)
was used to transmit 16 low power detection pulses and
receive RF data. The RF data were transferred digitally
to a standard Pentium computer. All post-processing and
visualization were done using Matlab� (The Mathworks
Inc., Natick, MA).

The imaging plane of the phased array probe was care-
fully aligned with the capillary vessel. The distance from
the probe to the vessel was 9 cm; only the last 2 cm of the
propagation path consisted of tissue-mimicking phantom.
A focused, single-element, 1-MHz transducer (D) (Pana-
metrics, Waltham, MA) was mounted perpendicular to the
imaging plane and was used to transmit the high power
release burst directed at the vessel. The trigger signal for
the seventh detection pulse was captured using a digital
oscilloscope (9400A; LeCroy, Chestnut Ridge, NY), which
triggered an arbitrary waveform generator (LW 420A;
LeCroy), producing the release burst. The waveforms were
adjusted to the desired level by a 0- to 120-dB attenuator
(355C/D; HP, Palo Alto, CA) and a 60-dB linear RF am-
plifier (A-500; ENI, NY). The actual pressure amplitude

TABLE I
Values of Transmission Parameters Used

in the Watertank Experiments.

Detection Release
Parameter pulses burst

Frequency 1.7 MHz 1 MHz
Peak negative pressure 0.5 MPa 1.8 MPa
MI 0.4 1.8
Pulse length 2 cycles 10 cycles
PRF 4 kHz

was measured using a calibrated hydrophone (PVDFZ44-
0400; Specialty Engineering Associates, Souqel, CA).

The imaging parameters are listed in Table I. The de-
tection pulses were transmitted at 1.7 MHz because this is
a transmit frequency that gives good harmonic reception
with the probe used. The detection pulses were chosen
short, only two cycles, and at a power level verified not to
destroy QuantisonTM bubbles. PRF is limited by imaging
depth and was chosen as high as possible. The highest MI
allowed in diagnostic imaging is 1.9. The amplitude of the
release burst was adjusted close to this limit, and the pulse
length was set to 10 full cycles to ensure sufficient disrup-
tion of contrast. Initial studies with QuantisonTM showed
that the bubbles were efficiently disrupted by the selected
release burst. The MI values listed in Table I are com-
puted without derating of the measured acoustic pressures
because the attenuation introduced by the phantom was
considered to be negligible.

B. Motion

The previously proposed method [8] used one detection
pulse before and one after the release burst. The rationale
for increasing the number of detection pulses was to be
able to differentiate between bubble modifications and tis-
sue motion. To test the performance of the method in the
presence of motion, experiments were performed with the
phased array probe mounted in a motion device (Fig. 5,
right), consisting of a DC motor connected to a screw shaft
moving a probe holder vertically. Two switches on the de-
vice changed the motor rotation direction every time one of
them was hit by the slide. The device produced a linear up
and down motion with a speed of about 1.5 cm/s. The peak
velocity of the myocardium during the cardiac cycle can
reach almost 10 cm/s [13], but intermittent imaging with
contrast is usually performed during phases of the cardiac
cycle where the myocardium is moving slowly. Some mo-
tion is inevitable, and the ability to suppress a motion of
a few centimeters per second is necessary.

C. Contrast Agents

The method was tested with three different contrast
agents. Suspensions of the agents were prepared as de-
scribed for clinical injection and diluted in Isoton�II
(Coulter Electronics, Luton, UK) to get a concentration
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comparable with a clinical dose of a few mL of agent in-
jected into a total blood volume of about 5 L.

The first agent, QuantisonTM, consists of air-filled mi-
crobubbles with stiff and rigid shells made from human
serum albumin. The stiff shell inhibits the bubbles from
oscillating, and little nonlinear scattering is observed un-
less the pulses are destroying the shell and releasing the
air [7]. QuantisonTM was used in a 1:4500 dilution.

The second agent, LevovistTM (Schering AG, Berlin,
Germany) is made from galactose (milk sugar) treated
with palmitic acid. When LevovistTM dissolves in blood,
air trapped inside the galactose is released as free gas bub-
bles. These bubbles have a weak encapsulating shell and
are easily destroyed by ultrasound. LevovistTM was used
in a 1:2500 dilution.

The third agent was BR14 (Bracco Research S.A.,
Geneva, Switzerland), a new experimental agent that con-
sists of bubbles containing a high molecular weight gas en-
closed by a flexible phospholipid shell. The agent shows sig-
nificant nonlinear scattering and agent modification even
at low insonation pressures. The dilution used was 1:4000.

Of these agents, only LevovistTM is available for clinical
use. The other two are experimental agents, which are used
as examples of future agents that will have more stable
encapsulation than LevovistTM.

D. Processing

For each experiment, a set of 16 RF signals from the
same direction was acquired. The RF signals were band-
pass filtered for the second harmonic component and de-
modulated to complex baseband signals. The demodula-
tion is a mixing of the RF signal with two sinusoid signals
with 90◦ phase difference to get the in-phase (real) and
quadrature (imaginary) components of the signal. Low-
pass filtering of the demodulated components allows reduc-
tion of the sampling frequency without loss of information,
which reduces bandwidth for transfer and memory for stor-
age. The complex domain is also convenient for observing
phase and amplitude changes from pulse to pulse.

To compare the new method to existing HPD, each set
of RF data was processed three different ways to obtain
profiles of power along the beam direction (Fig. 6). First,
conventional HPD processing was applied to six pulses be-
fore the release burst (a). The exact same HPD processing
was applied to six pulses after the release burst (b). Fi-
nally, three pulses before and three pulses after the burst
(c) were combined and processed using the polynomial pre-
diction filtering algorithm described in this paper.

The HPD processing included a polynomial regression
clutter filter [9]. For the stationary phantom experiments,
polynomial order N = 0 was used. In the motion experi-
ment, N = 1 was used. The same polynomial orders were
used for the prediction filter in the new method. The clut-
ter filter responses for six temporal samples and polyno-
mial order N = 0 and N = 1 are shown in Fig. 7. When
using PRF = 4 kHz and receiving at 3.4 MHz, PRF/2
equals a radial velocity of 45 cm/s.

Fig. 6. Each set of RF data was processed three different ways. Six
pulses before (a) and after (b) the release burst were processed sep-
arately using conventional HPD processing. Three pulses before and
three pulses after the release burst were combined in the new method
using a polynomial prediction filter.

Fig. 7. Clutter filter responses. Responses of the regression filters
used for HPD calculations and the prediction filters used for the new
method. Six temporal samples, polynomial orders N = 0 and N = 1.

E. Measure of Sensitivity

The new method is proposed to improve resolution
and/or sensitivity relative to HPD. Resolution improves
because shorter pulses can be used, and sensitivity is im-
proved by the additional signal changes introduced by the
release burst. Because the same transmit pulses are used
for both methods, better resolution cannot be expected in
these experiments. Instead, the change in sensitivity in-
troduced by the release burst is investigated. As a mea-
sure of sensitivity, the mean power level from the depth
corresponding to the contrast-filled capillary fiber is ex-
tracted and compared with an average level in the tissue-
mimicking phantom. The levels and the resulting agent-to-
tissue ratios (ATR) are indicated in the plots. Differences
in the HPD profiles before and after the release burst are
also expected, which can verify the assumptions about the
behavior of the contrast agents and the efficacy of the re-
lease burst. A problem with in vitro experiments with con-
trast agents is that a stationary situation cannot easily be
obtained, and results from different experiments are af-
fected by changes in the contrast concentration caused by
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flow and destruction. Because the same data set is used
for all three calculations, the results become directly com-
parable. The same number of pulses is also used for all
calculations, although the acquisition period for the new
method is longer because the release burst is transmitted
between the detection pulses.

IV. Results

The results of the watertank experiments without mo-
tion are summarized in Fig. 8. In plot A, it can be seen
that QuantisonTM gives no signal from the capillary with
conventional HPD processing before the release burst. Af-
ter the release burst (plot B), HPD gives a substantial
contrast signal, about 7 dB above the noise level. If three
pulses before and three pulses after the release burst are
combined in the new method (plot C), a further 18-dB
increase is seen (ATR = 25 dB).

Plot D shows that LevovistTM gives an ATR of about
7 dB with HPD before the release burst. With HPD af-
ter the release burst (plot E), the peak has almost dis-
appeared. The new method combining three pulses before
and three after (plot F) gives an ATR equal to HPD before
the release burst.

Plots G, H, and I in Fig. 8 show the results obtained
with BR14. Conventional HPD gives clearly visible peaks
both before (plot G) and after (plot H) the release burst,
but slightly higher after. However, when combining the
samples before and after (I) in the new method, a substan-
tial increase in ATR is gained, giving an ATR of 32 dB.

Fig. 9 shows the results of the experiment with
QuantisonTM repeated with the phased array probe
mounted in the motion device moving up and down at
1.5 cm/s. Before the release burst (plot A), the fiber can-
not be detected with HPD processing. After the release
burst (plot B), the fiber emerges as a peak about 11 dB
above the noise level. Both HPD curves are computed us-
ing first-order regression filters (linear regression, N = 1).
The dashed curve in plot C is computed with the new
method and zero-order prediction filter (N = 0), which is
merely a mean value subtraction. The ATR for the dashed
curve is 5 dB (not indicated in the plot). When the first-
order prediction filter is applied (plot C, solid line), the
clutter is suppressed about 20 dB, but the contrast is only
attenuated 6 dB, and the ATR increases to 18 dB.

V. Discussion

For all agents used in the experiments, processing with
the new method results in an ATR equal to or better than
that for HPD processing on the same data.

QuantisonTM was tested both with and without probe
motion. The trend was the same for both experiments.
QuantisonTM could not be detected with HPD before the
release burst. After the release burst, the capillary could
clearly be detected by HPD, which is explained by rupture
of the bubble shell and release of free air bubbles, which

are more easily detected than the stiff QuantisonTM bub-
bles [6]. With the new method, the contrast-filled capillary
vessel could clearly be depicted; the ATR was significantly
higher than that for HPD processing.

The dashed line in Fig. 9 (plot C) illustrates the effect
of motion. Motion increases the clutter level in tissue, and
the peak from the capillary fiber is just above the clutter
level. As a result of the low ATR, clutter peaks will create
artifacts in the image. When a higher polynomial order
is used in the prediction filter (solid line), the clutter is
suppressed, the ATR increases to 18 dB, and the risk of
false detection artifacts is reduced.

For the currently available agent LevovistTM, a defini-
tive increase in ATR could not be achieved. The
LevovistTM bubbles do not have a rigid shell and are eas-
ily destroyed, even at low insonation levels. The detec-
tion pulses before the release burst destroy some of the
LevovistTM bubbles, and this explains the peak in (plot D)
in Fig. 8. The release burst destroys the remaining bub-
bles, leaving little contrast after the burst (plot E). In an in
vivo situation with more attenuation, the detection pulses
will be less destructive, and the benefit of the release burst
might be higher.

The results obtained with HPD before the release burst
(plot G) show that the BR14 bubbles are efficient scatter-
ers that can be modified and, thus, detected by low power
insonation. The significant scattering observed from the
agent with HPD after the release burst, indicates that a
large portion of the bubbles survived the burst. This means
that the bubbles are hard to destroy completely. Never-
theless, inclusion of an additional destruction pulse in the
sequence gives a significant addition to the ATR.

It must be emphasized that the presented results are
single observations selected from a limited number of ex-
periments. Three different agents were used in the exper-
iments, and the concentrations of the agents were not the
same. This means that the absolute signal levels achieved
with one specific type of processing should not be com-
pared for different agents. Because the different processing
is applied to the same sets of data, the relative performance
of the methods can be judged from the results.

In the experiments, separate transducers were used to
transmit the detection pulses and the release burst. For
practical diagnostic imaging, the same transducer must
be used to transmit all pulses. The device used to gener-
ate motion produces a linear motion parallel to the beam.
In cardiac imaging, the myocardium in general does not
move linearly along the beam, but exhibits an accelerated
motion in all directions. However, when looking at short
time intervals, the motion is approximately linear. Alter-
natively, more temporal samples and higher polynomial
orders can be used to suppress accelerated motion. Similar
to regression filters used in HPD, increasing the polyno-
mial order N for the prediction filter will attenuate both
contrast signal and clutter. This may reduce contrast sen-
sitivity, but motion artifacts are also reduced, decreasing
the risk of false contrast detection. The computation com-
plexity of the proposed prediction filter is at the same level
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Fig. 8. Results with the imaging probe mounted in a stationary holder. Power along the beam plotted in decibels vs. depth in centimeters,
with ATR indicated. The rows show results obtained with different contrast agents, viz. QuantisonTM (top), LevovistTM (middle row), and
BR14 (bottom). The columns represent different processing. The left column (A, D, and G) shows profiles obtained with conventional HPD
processing applied to six samples before the release burst. The middle column (B, E, and H) shows HPD profiles from six samples after
the release burst. The right column (C, F, and I) shows profiles computed with the new method using the prediction filter applied to three
samples before and three samples after the release burst.

Fig. 9. Results for QuantisonTM obtained with the imaging probe mounted in the motion device. The leftmost plot (A) is HPD calculated
from six pulses before the release burst. The middle plot (B) is HPD calculated from six pulses after the release burst. The rightmost plot
(C) shows the results of the new method using three pulses before and three pulses after the release burst. The solid line is computed by
using a first-order (N = 1) prediction filter, and the dashed line is with N = 0.
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as filters currently used for HPD, and real-time processing
on modern ultrasound scanners is achievable.

HPD operates best at high power. In this respect, the
low power detection pulses used in these experiments make
the HPD results suboptimal. The success of HPD at higher
MI is a result of more efficient bubble destruction. For
QuantisonTM and BR14, the detection pulses used did not
destroy the contrast bubbles. However, the same low power
detection pulses destroyed LevovistTM, which has weaker
encapsulation than the other two agents do. Hence, the
HPD results obtained for LevovistTM can be interpreted as
close to optimal. The LevovistTM results show that approx-
imately the same ATR can be obtained with HPD, as with
the new method. This indicates that the potential benefit
of using the new method over HPD is largest when the de-
tection pulses do not efficiently destroy contrast bubbles.
Typically, short pulses will destroy less contrast agent than
long pulses. For short, low destructive pulses, the sensitiv-
ity of HPD may be improved by introducing an additional
burst with more destructive characteristics. The increased
sensitivity can be obtained without reducing the imaging
resolution. Alternatively, shorter detection pulses and a
release burst can be used to obtain the same ATR as for
HPD, but with improved spatial resolution.

Finally, another benefit of using lower amplitude for the
detection pulses is that the contribution to the harmonic
signal from nonlinear propagation will be reduced, and the
nonlinear scattering from bubbles will be more dominant.

VI. Conclusions

Based on observations of the behavior of contrast mi-
crobubbles under ultrasonic insonation, we have proposed
a new detection method for contrast agents. The method
uses a three-stage pulsing sequence, which separates detec-
tion and destruction of bubbles. The sequence is matched
with a polynomial prediction clutter filter, which reduces
artifacts from moving tissue.

Through in vitro experiments we have evaluated the
performance of the new method with three contrast agents
with different characteristics. For the currently available
agent LevovistTM, which has a weak stabilizing shell, the
performance of the new method is comparable with HPD.
For future agents with more rigid encapsulation, such
as QuantisonTM and BR14, the new method improves
the ATR in comparison with HPD computed from the
same data.

In summary, the new method may give improved agent-
to-tissue sensitivity without increasing the power of the de-
tection pulses or reducing spatial resolution. Alternatively,
increased spatial resolution can be obtained without loss
of sensitivity.
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